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The Origin of the Church and Its Relationship to the Old
Covenant | Xenos Christian Fellowship
The foundational question in formulating our doctrine of the
church is: Which part of the Bible will we use? Should we use
the material in the Old Testament?.
Old Testament - Wikipedia
Using the Old Testament. Understandest thou what thou readest?
Why it is necessary to know the Old Testament. Under the
Church's guidance. The Divine .

The Church and Israel in the Old Testament by Iain Duguid
A2A: “What is an "Old Testament church"” Starting with Church
definition and meaning, we get to understand that the word
"church," derived.
The Old Testament in the Jewish Church - Wikisource, the free
online library
The Old Testament (abbreviated OT) is the first part of
Christian Bibles, based primarily upon . books in the Eastern
Orthodox canon are also found in the appendix to the Latin
Vulgate, formerly the official bible of the Roman Catholic
Church.
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The party headed by the Scribes, which finally developed into
the sect of the Pharisees, were so carried away Church of the
Old Testament the idea that God's blessing on Israel and the
removal of all national calamity depended on a punctilious
observance of the minutest legal ordinances, that they deemed
it necessary to make, as they put it, "a hedge round the
Law"—in other words, to fence in the life of the Israelite
with new precepts of their own devising, at every point where
the boundary line between the legal and the illegal appeared
to be indistinctly marked. Indeed, if one starts, as Origen
did, with the eternity and immutability of God, it is
difficult to see, how anything truly "temporal" could have
existed at all.
TheScribesalonepossessedthenecessaryinfluencetogiveonetextoronest
But memory, even when cultivated as it is cultivated in the
schools of the East, is at best fallible; and even if we could
suppose that the whole of the Bible had been taught word by
word in the schools, in unbroken succession from the day on
which each book was first written, it would still have
required a continued miracle to preserve all these lessons
perfectly, and without writing, through long generations. I
had assumed when she had said she could not make out one word
that she was making a snide remark about left-handed
handwriting and that she meant 'not any word' instead of 'just
Church of the Old Testament word.
InthosedaysAramaicwasthelanguageofbusinessandofgovernmentinthecou
gift enables our worldwide outreach. Instead, it communicates

that salvation is something entered into on the basis of
parental decision or ritual observance.
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